Senescence of human fibroblasts induced by oncogenic Raf
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The oncogenes RAS and RAF came to view as agents of neoplastic transformation. However, in normal cells, these genes can have effects that run counter to oncogenic transformation, such as arrest of the cell division cycle, induction of cell differentiation, and apoptosis. Recent work has demonstrated that RAS elicits proliferative arrest and senescence in normal mouse and human fibroblasts. Because the Raf/MEK/MAP kinase signaling cascade is a key effector of signaling from Ras proteins, we examined the ability of conditionally active forms of Raf-1 to elicit cell cycle arrest and senescence in human cells. Activation of Raf-1 in nonimmortalized human lung fibroblasts (IMR-90) led to the prompt and irreversible arrest of cellular proliferation and the premature onset of senescence. Concomitant with the onset of cell cycle arrest, we observed the induction of the cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitors p21Cip1 and p16INK4a. Ablation of p53 and p21Cip1 expression by use of the E6 oncoprotein of HPV16 demonstrated that expression of these proteins was not required for Raf-induced cell cycle arrest or senescence. Furthermore, cell cycle arrest and senescence were elicited in IMR-90 cells by the ectopic expression of p16INK4a alone. Pharmacological inhibition of the Raf/MEK/MAP kinase cascade prevented Raf from inducing p16INK4a and also prevented Raf-induced senescence. We conclude that the kinase cascade initiated by Raf can regulate the expression of p16INK4a and the proliferative arrest and senescence that follows. Induction of senescence may provide a defense against neoplastic transformation when the MAP kinase signaling cascade is inappropriately active.
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Normal cells proliferate in vitro for a finite number of cell divisions after which they enter a state known as senescence (Hayflick and Moorhead 1961; Campisi 1996, 1997). Senescent cells withdraw irreversibly from the cell division cycle, but remain viable indefinitely, develop a distinctive morphology, and display characteristic phenotypic markers, such as the senescence-associated, acidic β-galactosidase activity (SA-β-gal; Dimri et al. 1995). Although the biochemical mediators of senescence in human cells remain uncertain, candidates include the p53 tumor suppressor protein, the cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitors p21Cip1 and p16INK4a, and regulators of telomere length and function, such as telomerase and TRF1 and TRF2. Increased expression of p53, p16INK4a, and p21Cip1 is detected in a variety of senescent cells, and overexpression of telomerase leads to immortalization of human cells in culture (Kulju and Lehman 1995; Alcorta et al. 1996; Haras et al. 1996; Reznikoff et al. 1996; Shay and Bacchetti 1997; Bodnar et al. 1998; van Steensel et al. 1998). Furthermore primary human cells that are deficient in the expression of p21Cip1 have increased replicative capacity in vitro (Brown et al. 1997). p53, p16INK4a, and p21Cip1 can arrest the cell division cycle: p21Cip1 and p16INK4a do so by inhibiting CDKs required for progression through the cell cycle (Lees 1995), and p53 does so by inducing the expression of p21Cip1 (El-Deiry et al. 1993).

Cell lines derived from most tumors are capable of extended proliferation as if the capability to become senescent has been somehow repressed or lost. Accordingly, either p53, p16INK4a, or both are frequently defective in tumor cells (Hall and Peters 1996; Hainaut et al. 1997), and restoration of p53 to deficient tumor cells elicits prompt senescence (Sugrue et al. 1997). Furthermore, tumor cells frequently express telomerase activity, which may contribute to the extended proliferation of these cells in culture (Meier et al. 1997). Clearly the extension of proliferative life span might make an important contribution to tumorigenesis by increasing the likelihood that mutant variants of cells can arise.

Oncoproteins such as Ras and Raf can transform established lines of cells to neoplastic growth (Stanton et al. 1989; Samuels et al. 1993). However, in cultures of normal cells, these two genes can have paradoxical effects, including arrest of the cell cycle, differentiation, or
even apoptosis (O’Shea et al. 1996; Kauffmann-Zeh et al. 1997; Lloyd et al. 1997; Woods et al. 1997). In culture, Ras and Raf transform normal cells only with the cooperation of other gene products, such as E1A, T-antigen, or Myc, which apparently serve to extend the proliferative life span of the cells (Hunter 1991). Recent work has shown that the H-Ras oncoprotein can also elicit premature senescence in IMR-90 cells, a widely studied strain of human fibroblasts derived from lung tissue (Serrano et al. 1997). Induction of senescence by H-Ras is accompanied by increased expression of p53, p21Cip1, and p16Ink4a.

Ras proteins are membrane-associated GTPases that, in their GDP-bound state, transmit signals into the interior of the cell. The signal is transmitted by several means, but prominent among these is a cascade of protein kinases initiated by the Raf-1 protein serine/threonine kinase (Avruch et al. 1994; Marshall 1996). Binding of Raf to activated Ras predisposes it to activation by other means that likely include phosphorylation by Src-family protein tyrosine kinases at key regulatory tyrosine residues (Y340 and Y341 in Raf-1; Marais et al. 1995). Then, activated Raf phosphorylates to activate the second kinase in the cascade (MEK), and this, in turn, phosphorylates to activate the p42/p44 MAP kinases, also known as ERK2 and ERK1, respectively (Marshall 1994). Activated MAP kinases are pleiotropic modulators of cell function that phosphorylate cytosolic, membrane-bound, and nuclear substrates including several transcription factors (Tresman 1996). Activation of this signaling pathway has been implicated both in normal proliferation and differentiation and in the aberrant proliferation observed in cancer cells.

The signaling from Ras through Raf prompted us to ask whether Raf itself could elicit senescence. Using a conditionally active version of Raf that can be activated by estrogen and its analogs (Samuels et al. 1993), we demonstrated that activation of Raf suffices to both arrest the proliferation of IMR-90 cells and elicit premature senescence. Raf-induced senescence is irreversible and accompanied by a consistent elevation in the expression of p16Ink4a and appears to have no obvious requirement for either p53 or p21Cip1. Moreover, p16Ink4a can itself elicit senescence when expressed ectopically in IMR-90 cells. The signal from Raf that elicits senescence is apparently transmitted through MEK because pharmacological inhibition of this enzyme prevents Raf-induced senescence. Consequently, we propose that the kinase cascade initiated by Raf is likely the major signaling pathway that mediates senescence in response to Ras and that p16Ink4a is likely an important mediator of this response.

Results
Isolation of IMR-90 cells expressing a conditional version of Raf

To achieve conditional activation of the Raf/MEK/MAP kinase cascade in IMR-90 human lung fibroblasts, we employed a previously described chimera in which the catalytic domain of human Raf-1 was fused to the hormone-binding domain of the human estrogen receptor (Samuels et al. 1993). To provide a marker for cell sorting, an enhanced version of green fluorescent protein (EGFP) was fused to the amino terminus of the chimera as illustrated in Figure 1A and described previously (Woods et al. 1997). A variant was also created in which a pair of adjacent regulatory tyrosine residues (equivalent to Y340 and Y341 [YY] in full-length Raf-1) were mutated to aspartic acid [DD], leading to a 10-fold increase in the activity of Raf-1 as described previously (Woods et al. 1997). These chimeras are hereafter designated as GFPΔRaf1YY:ER and GFPΔRaf1DD:ER, respectively. GFPΔRaf1:ER proteins have little or no kinase activity until activated with estrogen or its analogs such as 4-hydroxy-tamoxifen (4-HT), whereupon they rapidly activate downstream signaling pathways (Samuels et al. 1993). By use of a replication-deficient retroviral vector, GFPΔRaf1:ER proteins were expressed in IMR-90 cells that had reached 25–35 doublings. IMR-90 cells normally become senescent after 50–60 population doublings (Hayflick and Moorhead 1961). Pooled populations of infected cells were selected with puromycin and then sorted by FACS to obtain cells expressing equivalent levels of GFPΔRaf1:ER. As a control, a pooled population of IMR-90 cells infected with a retrovirus encoding only the puromycin-resistance gene was derived in parallel (Babe).

Activation of Raf kinase arrests the proliferation of IMR-90 cells

Treatment of exponentially proliferating IMR-90 cells expressing GFPΔRaf1:ER with 4-HT elicited pronounced morphological changes. Within 24 hr, the cells became more refractile and, after 2–4 days, most displayed an extended cell morphology with a spherical cell body. The cells remained adherent to the substratum and viable for at least 2 weeks after the addition of 4-HT (data not shown). The population density of the cells did not change, suggesting an arrest of proliferation, and no evidence of apoptosis was detected in these cultures. Both the [YY] and [DD] forms of GFPΔRaf1:ER elicited the same response, although the latter required less 4-HT to elicit maximal effects than the former (Fig. 1B, cf. a–c with d–f); this difference presumably reflects the greater kinase activity of GFPΔRaf1DD:ER once activated (Woods et al. 1997).

Activation of GFPΔRaf1:ER arrested the proliferation of IMR-90 cells (Fig. 1C). IMR-90 cells infected with only the viral vector (Babe), and cells expressing the [YY] and [DD] forms of GFPΔRaf1:ER all proliferated at the same rate in the absence of 4-HT. Upon activation of GFPΔRaf1:ER with 4-HT, IMR-90 cells ceased proliferation within 2 days and failed to reach confluence. The arrest of proliferation was confirmed by BrdU labeling and FACscan analysis and by the incorporation of methyl-[^3H]thymidine into DNA (Table 1; data not shown). Activation of GFPΔRaf1YY:ER reduced the
fraction of cells in S phase by one-third within 2 days and by about 10-fold within 4 days; similar results were obtained with GFP\(\text{D Raf-1[DD]}\):ER, except that the reduction in cell proliferation occurred more rapidly and amounted to >20-fold at maximum. Neither the proliferation nor the cell cycle profiles of control IMR-90 cells was affected by the addition of 4-HT (Fig. 1C; Table 1). We conclude that activation of Raf-1 arrests the cell cycle of normal human fibroblasts.

Table 1. Activation of GFP\(\Delta\text{Raf-1:ER}\) induces cell cycle arrest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cells</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>4-HT (nM)</th>
<th>G1 (%)</th>
<th>G2/M (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Babe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>58.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP(\Delta\text{Raf-1[YY]}):ER</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP(\Delta\text{Raf-1[DD]}):ER</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Puromycin-resistant IMR-90 cells infected with control (Babe) and GFP\(\Delta\text{Raf-1:ER}\)-encoding retroviruses were treated with 100 nm 4-HT for 2 or 4 days and labeled with 15 \(\mu\)M BrdU for 3 hr. Ethanol-fixed cells were stained with FITC-anti-BrdU and with propidium iodide, and the percentage of cells in the different phases of the cell cycle was assessed by flow cytometry.

Senescence-associated, acidic \(\beta\)-galactosidase activity in IMR-90 cells following Raf-1 activation

Given the effects of H-Ras on IMR-90 cells (Serrano et al. 1997), it seemed possible that activation of Raf might elicit senescence in these cells. Therefore, we tested the cells arrested by activated Raf for the presence of a senescence-associated acidic \(\beta\)-galactosidase (SA–\(\beta\)-galactosidase) activity that has been associated with senescence in human cells (Dimri et al. 1995). Activation of GFP\(\text{D Raf-1[YY]}\):ER in IMR-90 cells elicited the expression of acidic \(\beta\)-galactosidase, which was apparent within 2–3 days and maximal by 5–6 days after addition of 4-HT (Fig. 2). We conclude that the arrest of proliferation induced by Raf is accompanied by senescence as the arrested cells remained viable for an extended period of time, assumed a characteristic morphology, and expressed an enzymatic marker that is strongly associated with cellular senescence.

Expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins in IMR-90 cells

Senescent cells typically contain elevated levels of the tumor suppressor protein p53 and the cell cycle inhibitors p16\(\text{ink4a}\) and p21\(\text{Cip1}\) (Noda et al. 1994; Kulju and Lehman 1995; Alcorta et al. 1996; Hara et al. 1996). It is presumed that the increase in p53, in turn, augments transcription from the gene encoding p21\(\text{Cip1}\) (El-Deiry et al. 1993); in contrast, the precise mechanism responsible for the induction of p16\(\text{ink4a}\) is not known but may involve transcriptional activation of the INK4A gene (Hara et al. 1996). Both p16\(\text{ink4a}\) and p21\(\text{Cip1}\) could contribute
to the arrest of cellular proliferation displayed by senescent cells (McConnell et al. 1998). Therefore, we examined the effect of GFP\textsuperscript{D}Raf-1:ER activation on the expression of these proteins.

Activation of both the [YY] and [DD] forms of GFP\textsuperscript{D}Raf-1:ER in IMR-90 cells led to induced expression of the chimeric protein, consistent with the selective stabilization of \textsuperscript{D}Raf:ER fusion proteins that we observed in a variety of other cell types (Fig. 3A, left and middle panels; Samuels et al. 1993). No proteins cross-reactive with the anti-hbER antisera were detected in extracts from control IMR-90 cells (Babe; Fig. 3A, right panel). As observed in NIH-3T3 cells, rapid activation of the p42/p44 MAP kinases was observed by both Western blotting with phospho-specific antisera and by immune-complex kinase assays within 4 hr following activation of GFP\textsuperscript{D}Raf-1:ER. MAP kinase activation was maintained for up to 6 days after the addition of 4-HT (Samuels et al. 1993; data not shown).

Following activation of GFP\textsuperscript{D}Raf-1:ER, we observed induction of cyclin D1 expression as well as induced expression of the CDK inhibitors p16\textsuperscript{ink4a} and p21\textsuperscript{cip1} (Fig. 3B–D, left and middle panels). The extent and kinetics of induction of these proteins was more rapid in cells expressing the more active [DD] form of GFP\textsuperscript{D}Raf-1:ER compared to cells expressing the [YY] form of the protein, such that maximal levels of p16\textsuperscript{ink4a} and p21\textsuperscript{cip1} in particular were induced by the [DD] form after 8–16 hr whereas it required 32–48 hr of activity of the [YY] form to induce equivalent expression of these proteins.

In these experiments, Raf activation had little or no effect on the expression levels of either p53 (see Fig. 6A, below), p27\textsuperscript{kip1}, or p42 MAP kinase the last of which serves as a convenient loading control for the Western blots presented in Figure 3. In addition treatment of control IMR-90 cells (Babe) with 4-HT had no effect on the expression of cyclin D1, p16\textsuperscript{ink4a}, p27\textsuperscript{kip1}, or p21\textsuperscript{cip1} (Fig. 3, right panels).

Raf-induced cell cycle arrest is irreversible

Cell cycle arrest and senescence induced in response to prolonged passage of cells in culture is invariably an irreversible phenomenon (Campisi 1996, 1997). Because Raf-induced cell cycle arrest in NIH-3T3 cells is fully reversed following Raf inactivation (Samuels et al. 1993; Woods et al. 1997), we wished to determine whether the arrest and senescence phenotype observed in IMR-90

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Activity of senescence-associated, acidic \textbeta-galactosidase in IMR-90 cells. Actively proliferating IMR-90 cells expressing GFP\textsuperscript{D}Raf-1_{YY}:ER were treated with either ethanol (ETOH) or with a range of 4-HT concentrations from 1–100 nM as indicated for 6 days, then stained to detect the activity of the senescence-associated, acidic \textbeta-galactosidase.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Effects of Raf on cell cycle regulators. Control (Babe) and GFP\textsuperscript{D}Raf-1:ER ([YY]- and [DD]-expressing IMR-90 cells were rendered quiescent for 24 hr, at which time 4-HT was added to a final concentration of 1 \textmu M. Cell extracts were prepared at different times (2–48 hr) after the addition of 4-HT, and the expression of GFP\textsuperscript{D}Raf-1:ER (A), p16\textsuperscript{ink4a} (B), p21\textsuperscript{cip1} (C), cyclin D1 (D), p27\textsuperscript{kip1} (E), and p42 MAP kinase (F) was assessed by Western blotting with the appropriate antisera as described in Materials and Methods. As a control, an equivalent volume of ethanol was added to the cells for 48 hr (48\textsuperscript{h}).}
\end{figure}
cells was irreversible. Control (Babe) and GFPΔRaf-1:ER ([YY] or [DD]) expressing IMR-90 cells were rendered quiescent in serum-free medium and then treated with either ethanol (solvent control) or 4-HT to activate GFPΔRaf-1:ER for 24 hr. At this time, cells were either untreated or washed extensively to remove 4-HT (to inactivate GFPΔRaf-1:ER) and then cultured in DMEM containing 10% FCS. The re-entry of cells into S phase was monitored over the following 6 days by the incorporation of [3H]thymidine into DNA.

Control (Babe) IMR-90 cells were unaffected by the addition of 4-HT to the culture media and proliferated as well as untreated cells (Fig. 4C). Cells expressing GFPΔRaf-1:ER failed to re-enter the cell cycle when maintained in the continuous presence of 4-HT (Fig. 4A,B) consistent with the ability of Raf to elicit cell cycle arrest in these cells (Fig. 1). Interestingly, cells in which the GFPΔRaf-1:ER was active for 24 hr and then inactivated also failed to proliferate upon culture in media containing 10% FCS for up to 6 days after the inactivation of GFPΔRaf-1:ER. These data indicate that Raf-induced cell cycle arrest in IMR-90 cells is irreversible.

To ensure that the inactivation of GFPΔRaf-1:ER did indeed lead to the inactivation of the MAP kinase pathway, we repeated the experiment described above in larger scale to analyze the effects of GFPΔRaf-1:ER inactivation on the activity of the MAP kinases and the expression of cyclin D1, p21Cip1, and p16Ink4a. Consistent with previous observations, withdrawal of 4-HT from IMR-90 cells expressing activated GFPΔRaf-1:ER led to the inactivation of the p42/p44 MAP kinases measured 24 or 48 hr after 4-HT withdrawal as assessed with phospho-specific antisera (P-MAPK, Fig. 5E). Consistent with the inactivation of the MAP kinases, the levels of p21Cip1 and cyclin D1 expression declined to basal levels following removal of 4-HT (Fig. 5B,C). However, the levels of expression of p16Ink4a did not decrease after GFPΔRaf-1:ER inactivation, which may reflect the long half-life of both p16Ink4a mRNA and protein (Fig. 5A) (Hara et al. 1996). Equal loading of this Western blot was confirmed by reprobing with an antisera that recognizes p42 MAP kinase (Fig. 5D). Consistent with the inactivation of the MAP kinases, the levels of p21Cip1 and cyclin D1 expression declined to basal levels following removal of 4-HT (Fig. 5B,C). However, the level of expression of p16Ink4a did not decrease after GFPΔRaf-1:ER inactivation, which may reflect the long half-life of both p16Ink4a mRNA and protein (Fig. 5A) (Hara et al. 1996). Equal loading of this Western blot was confirmed by reprobing with an antisera that recognizes p42 MAP kinase (Fig. 5D). Consistent with the inactivation of the MAP kinases, the levels of p21Cip1 and cyclin D1 expression declined to basal levels following removal of 4-HT (Fig. 5B,C). However, the level of expression of p16Ink4a did not decrease after GFPΔRaf-1:ER inactivation, which may reflect the long half-life of both p16Ink4a mRNA and protein (Fig. 5A).
Neither p53 nor p21Cip1 is required for Raf-induced senescence in IMR-90 cells

Previous work has attributed the Raf-induced arrest of normal mouse embryo fibroblasts and primary rat Schwann cells to the induced expression of p21Cip1, which, under some circumstances, is mediated by p53 (Lloyd et al. 1997; Woods et al. 1997). To determine whether there is a role for p53 and p21Cip1 in Raf-induced cell cycle arrest and senescence, we used a second retrovirus vector to express the E6 oncoprotein of HPV16 in IMR-90 cells already expressing the [YY] form of GFPΔRaf-1:ER. Because E6 binds to p53 and facilitates its destruction by ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis, we anticipated that the expression of both p53 and p21Cip1 would be largely extinguished in these cells (Scheffner et al. 1990). As a control, we infected the same cells with a retrovirus encoding resistance to Neo alone (LXSN). Expression of HPV16 E6 protein in IMR-90 cell populations described above expressing GFPΔRaf-1YY:ER in the absence (LXSN) or presence of the HPV16 E6 oncoprotein (E6) were treated with either ethanol or 4-HT for 4 days. Cells were labeled with BrdU for 3 hr prior to harvest, fixed, and stained with a FITC-conjugated anti-BrdU antibody and propidium iodide to detect S-phase cells. Cells were analyzed by use of a Becton-Dickinson FACscan to determine the percentage of cells in the G1, S, and G2/M phases of the cell cycle. (C) Raf-induced SA-β-galactosidase activity. IMR-90 cell populations described above expressing GFPΔRaf-1YY:ER in the absence (LXSN) or presence of the HPV16 E6 oncoprotein (E6) cells were treated with either ethanol or 4-HT for 6 days at which time the activity of SA-β-galactosidase was assessed as described in Materials and Methods.

Neither p53 nor p21Cip1 is required for Raf-induced senescence in IMR-90 cells

Overexpression of p16INK4a elicits senescence

To explore the ability of p16INK4a to induce senescence in cells, we infected parental IMR-90 cells with a retrovirus engineered to constitutively express p16INK4a. Consistent with previous observations (McConnell et al. 1998), IMR-90 cells expressing p16INK4a became positive for SA–β-galactosidase activity (Fig. 7A) whereas cells infected with a control retrovirus were negative. FACscan analysis revealed a threefold reduction in S-phase cells compared with the control infected populations (43% vs.
We conclude that the sustained overexpression of p16\textsuperscript{ink4a} can arrest proliferation and elicit senescence in normal human fibroblasts and may be sufficient to explain the induction of senescence by Raf.

Inhibition of the MAP kinase cascade blocks the induction of senescence by Raf

Signaling by Raf is executed, at least in part, through the MEK/MAP kinase pathway (Marshall 1994; Samuel et al. 1993). Therefore, we sought to implicate this enzyme cascade in Raf-induced cell cycle arrest and senescence by using PD098059 (PD), a specific and selective inhibitor of MEK1 (Alessi et al. 1995). As described above, activation of GFP\textDelta Raf-1\textsubscript{YY}:ER led to the phosphorylation and activation of the p42/p44 MAP kinases (Fig. 8A). In the presence of PD, however, phosphorylation of the MAP kinases was reduced to levels comparable to those found in uninduced IMR-90 cells (Fig. 8A, cf. 4-HT with 4-HT+PD). Furthermore, the basal levels of MAP kinase phosphorylation in the absence of Raf activation were also reduced following treatment of cells with PD (Fig. 8A, cf. ETOH with PD). The levels of p16\textsuperscript{ink4a} mirrored the phosphorylation of the MAP kinases (Fig. 8A), as if one or more of the MAP kinases might control the expression of p16\textsuperscript{ink4a}.

Next we assessed the effect of PD on cellular proliferation. In the absence of activated Raf, inhibition of the MAP kinases reduced the fraction of cells in S phase by sixfold (Table 2). This result was in accord with the elimination of MAP kinase phosphorylation described above and with previous results (Alessi et al. 1995). When Raf was activated, however, the presence of PD largely prevented the inhibition of proliferation that would otherwise occur (Table 2). These results suggest that cell cycle arrest elicited by Raf is mediated by the MEK/MAP kinase cascade.

The presence of PD also prevented the appearance of SA–\textbeta-galactosidase activity and the anticipated morphological changes in response to the activation of GFP\Delta Raf-.
Zhu et al.

Table 2. Prevention of Raf-induced arrest by inhibition of MEK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cells</th>
<th>4-HT (nm)</th>
<th>PD98059 (µM)</th>
<th>G1 (%)</th>
<th>G2/M (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Babe</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP\Raf-1YY:ER</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control (Babe) and GFP\Raf-1YY:ER-expressing IMR-90 cells were treated with 10 nM 4-HT in the absence or presence of 25 µM of the MEK inhibitor PD98059 for 4 days and labeled with 15 µM BrdU for 3 hr. Ethanol-fixed cells were stained with FITC-anti-BrdU and with propidium iodide, and the percentage of cells in the different phases of the cell cycle was assessed by flow cytometry.

Discussion

Activation of Raf elicits senescence in human fibroblasts

Previous work has indicated that Ras and Raf oncoproteins can elicit cell cycle arrest in both primary and immortalized cells (Lloyd et al. 1997; Woods et al. 1997). In the IMR-90 strain of human fibroblasts, Ras oncoproteins can elicit premature senescence (Serrano et al. 1997). Here we show that activation of MEK is required for the arrest of proliferation and the induction of senescence triggered by Raf in IMR-90 cells. The results also reveal a pleiotropic response to MAP kinase activity that is dose dependent. As observed previously, there is an optimum of activity that permits cellular proliferation (Woods et al. 1997). Either a deficit or a surfeit of the activity leads to cell cycle arrest, but only a surfeit elicits senescence.

Senescent cells typically express high levels of p53, p21Cip1, and p16Ink4a (Zindy et al. 1997; Reznikoff et al. 1996; McConnell et al. 1998). Previous work has indicated that, in rodent cells, p21Cip1 is a major mediator of cell cycle arrest in response to either H-Ras or Raf (Lloyd et al. 1997; Woods et al. 1997). For example, Raf cannot arrest proliferation in mouse fibroblasts that are deficient in p21Cip1, whereas it arrests both primary and immortalized cells that lack p16Ink4a (D. Woods and M. McMahon, unpubl.). Furthermore, T antigen, a dominant-negative allele of p53, and expression of antisense p21Cip1 RNA (all of which impede the expression of p21Cip1) prevented Raf induced cell cycle arrest in primary rat Schwann cells (Lloyd et al. 1997). In contrast, p21Cip1 appears to be much less prominent in the response of IMR-90 cells to either Ras or Raf. First, Raf consistently induced high levels of p16Ink4a in IMR-90 cells, but did not induce high levels of either p53 or p21Cip1. Indeed there was no detectable induction of p53, and the induction of p21Cip1 showed significant experimental variation. Second, a dominant-negative allele of p53 failed to block the senescent response to H-Ras (data not shown). Third, Raf efficiently elicited cell cycle arrest and senescence in IMR-90 cells in which the levels of p53 and p21Cip1 were greatly reduced by the action of the E6 oncoprotein of HPV16.

Previous evidence suggested a role for p16Ink4a in the genesis of cellular senescence. The protein accumulates to high levels as cells approach senescence, and in many lines of cells that have escaped senescence, the INK4A gene is either defective, deleted, or inactivated by hypermethylation (Merlo et al. 1995; Reznikoff et al. 1996; Serrano et al. 1996; Foulkes et al. 1997; Loughran et al. 1997). The results described here add to that evidence by implicating p16Ink4a in the senescence induced by Raf in IMR-90 cells. First, induction by Raf produces a substantial rise in p16Ink4a that is coincident with the onset of cell cycle arrest and precedes the onset of senescence. Moreover, the irreversible nature of Raf-induced senescence is reflected by the fact that p16Ink4a levels remain elevated even after the inactivation of the signal from Raf. Finally, the ectopic overexpression of p16Ink4a is itself sufficient to elicit proliferative arrest and senescence in IMR-90 cells.

The locus that encodes p16Ink4a also encodes a second protein known as p19ARF. These two proteins share a common second exon but are entirely distinct in their...
amino acid sequences (Quelle et al. 1995). The belated discovery of the tumor suppressor properties of p19Arf have, at least temporarily, obscured the role of p16Ink4a in both normal cellular processes and tumorigenesis (Kamijo et al. 1997; Pomerantz et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 1998). Our results demonstrate that p16Ink4a itself can elicit senescence in human fibroblasts, but do not speak to the biological activities of p19Arf. Nor do our results address a possible role for other members of the INK4 family of CDK inhibitors. It is clear however that p16Ink4a is not unique amongst the CDK inhibitors in its ability to induce senescence in cells. Ectopic expression of p15Ink4b, p21Cip1, and p27Kip1 elicited proliferative arrest, senescence, and SA-β-gal activity in TIG-3 primary human fibroblasts (McConnell et al. 1998). It seems likely that the inhibition of cyclin-CDK complexes by such inhibitors triggers a senescence program of which the mechanism remains poorly defined.

The phenotypic response to Raf is determined by signal strength

Previous reports have indicated that the same intracellular signaling pathway can elicit different phenotypic outcomes, determined by the relative strength of that signal (Marshall 1995; Woods et al. 1997). The results presented here reveal a pleiotropic response to Raf activation that is similarly dose dependent. In normal proliferating cells Raf/MEK/MAP kinase activity is presumably maintained by the presence of external growth factors (Fig. 8A). Interruption of the signal from MEK to MAP kinase (with PD) arrests cellular proliferation; thus, MAP kinase activity is required for initiation and maintenance of the cell division cycle, as reported previously (Alessi et al. 1995). In contrast, activation of oncogenic Raf gave rise to a sustained elevation of MAP kinase activity, resulting in both the arrest of cell division and senescence. In this latter setting, reduction of MAP kinase activity to moderate levels with PD allowed the cells to continue proliferating (Fig. 8A; Table 2).

The dose-dependent response to Raf/MEK/MAP kinase activation may be explained, at least in part, by the differential sensitivity of cyclin D1 and p16Ink4a expression to activation of the MAP kinase pathway. Both in this study (Fig. 4D) and in a previously published report (Woods et al. 1997), cyclin D1 accumulation, which serves to promote cell cycle progression, appears to be activated more rapidly and in response to lower levels of signaling through the MAP kinase pathway compared with the CDK inhibitors p21Cip1 and p16Ink4a which appear to require a stronger signal sustained over a prolonged period of time. However, once this latter threshold is breached, it is likely that the induced p16Ink4a inhibits cdk4 even in the presence of elevated cyclin D1 (Fig. 3B,D). It is not immediately apparent why p16Ink4a induction is accompanied by other manifestations of senescence, although it is possible that inhibition of E2F transcription factors, as a consequence of Rb hypophosphorylation, may be involved in modulating aspects of the senescence phenotype. It will ultimately be of considerable interest to dissect the biochemical pathways that lead from the activation of Raf to the induced expression of p16Ink4a and to determine whether these signaling pathways play a more general role in the induction of senescence in other contexts such as in response to prolonged passage in culture or to alterations in the properties of telomeres (van Steensel et al. 1998).

It is now well established that both qualitative and quantitative aspects of Raf/MEK/MAP kinase activation play a crucial role in determining the biological outcome of signaling through this pathway. In both human and mouse cells, depending on the level of activation, the MAP kinase pathway can be employed to elicit strikingly different biological outcomes, namely cell proliferation, cell cycle arrest, terminal differentiation, and senescence (Lloyd et al. 1997; Woods et al. 1997). The biochemical mechanisms underlying these disparate observations require further elucidation. Whatever its mechanism, induction of senescence could provide a defense against neoplastic transformation when Ras, Raf, or the downstream MAP kinase cascade is inappropriately active. In this regard, senescence may be an alternative to apoptosis as a defense against tumorigenesis (Campisi 1996, 1997; Serrano et al. 1997).

Materials and methods

Cell culture and virus infection

IMR-90 cells were obtained from the American Tissue Culture Collection and propagated either in phenol red-free MEM or DM EM as described previously (Samuels et al. 1993). Retrovirus vectors for the expression of GFPΔRaf-1:ER and resistance to puromycin have been described previously (Morgenstern and Land 1990; Woods et al. 1997). A cDNA encoding human p16Ink4a was subcloned into the p Babe retroviral vector that carries puromycin resistance as a selectable marker (Morgenstern and Land 1990). The E6 oncogene of HPV16 was subcloned into the LXSN retroviral vector, which also encodes resistance to neomycin as a selectable marker (Miller and Rosman 1989).

By use of a calcium phosphate protocol, retroviral vectors were packaged in the Phoenix A cell line from G. Nolan (Stanford University, CA) producing nonreplicating forms of amphototropic virus (Pear et al. 1993; Kinsella and Nolan 1996). IMR-90 cells were infected with viral supernatants as described previously (Samuels et al. 1993). Pooled populations of drug-resistant cells expressing equivalent levels of GFPΔRaf-1:ER were isolated by FACS (Woods et al. 1997).

The proliferative capacity of cells was monitored by seeding of ~1000 cells in 12-mm diameter wells in MEM containing 15% vol/vol fetal calf serum (FCS). 4-HT in ethanol or an equivalent volume of ethanol was added the next day. Cells were harvested by trypsinization at intervals of 24 hr, stained with 0.1% trypan blue, and viable cells enumerated by use of a hemocytometer. Four wells of cells were counted separately and the results averaged. Cells were stained for the activity of the SA-β-galactosidase as described previously (Dimi et al. 1995).

DNA synthesis in IMR-90 cells was measured by plating of cells in Cytostar-T 96-well scintillating microplates and labeling with methyl-[14C]thymidine according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Amersham Life Science). Incorporation of methyl-[14C]thymidine was estimated by use of a Packard top-
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count scintillation machine as described previously (Woods et al. 1997).

Analysis of cell extracts by Western blotting

Cell extracts were prepared in ELB lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES at pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% (vol/vol, NP-40) containing a standard cocktail of protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Samuels et al. 1993). Aliquots (50 µg) of cell extract, separated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, were analyzed by probing of Western blots with the appropriate antisera. Mouse monoclonal and rabbit polyclonal antibodies reactive against human proteins were as follows: monoclonal anti-p21Cip1 (Ab-1, Calbiochem); monoclonal anti-p16Ink4a (Ab-1 and Ab-2, Neo-Markers); monoclonal anti-p53 (Mixture of DO-1, Santa Cruz Biotechnology and Ab-1, Calbiochem); monoclonal anti-p27Kip1 (Clone 57, Transduction Labs); polyclonal anti-Erk2 (gift of Dave Parry and Emma Lees, DNAX), and polyclonal phosphospecific anti-p42/p44 MAP kinase (Thr-202/Tyr-204, New England Biolabs). Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse and anti-rabbit immunoglobulins were from Amersham and used at a dilution of 1: 5000. Western blots were developed with the SuperSignal ULTRA chemiluminescence detection kit (Pierce).

Analysis of IMR-90 cell cycle phase by BrdU labeling

Cells were replated below confluence 1 day prior to analysis for optimal cell cycle distribution and were labeled with BrdU (15 µM) 3 hr prior to harvest. Single nucleated suspensions derived from ethanol-fixed cells were washed and costained with an anti-BrdU-FITC conjugated antibody (Boehringer Mannheim) and 20 µg/ml propidium iodide prior to analysis with a Becton-Dickinson FACscan as described previously (Takagi et al. 1993).
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